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☜Boring☝ IT services take centre stage
February 1996 has seen about the best news ever for the UK
IT services sector. It has also been a pretty good month for
Richard Holway too with our research quoted more widely than
ever. We have long argued that IT services companies had
been neglected and were
undervalued compared with
more product oriented
companies. Judging by the

calls to us from analysts,
investors and other journalists,
this was the month when the
message finally got through.
This month has seen:
- the publication of the
prospectus for Date Sciences
(p2) - probably the largest

unquoted UK-owned lT
services company.
- the publication of the
prospectus for Triad Group
(p2) - an IT services company
which, just like its ☜sister☝
company Vega, has a ☁boringly
consistent'trading record.
- the announcement that Fl
Group (p2) - the UK leader in
the provision of application
management - is to float
shortly.
- indications from other highly
successful and well run IT
services companies - like
Terence Chapman (p8) - that
they too will be seeking a
listing very soon.
It was the successful float of
CMG in Dec. 95 that unlocked
the current plethora of new

issues. CMG was launched at
290p on a P/E ofc15.Afterjust
two months it is at 438p or a
P/E of 23!
But no market should be
influenced by just one event.

The fact is that the IT services

market is booming at present

and, bluntly, there seems to be

no reason why that boom

should not continue for at least

the near term.
You can have no better
evidence of the attraction of
services than the performance
of both Admiral and Caplta.

As many readers will know it was Admiral (p8) which. a few

years ago, caused us to 'invent' our Boring Awards, due to
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being misquoted as saying 'Admira/ is Boring' rather than
'Admirai☂s results are borineg consistent'. With criteria such
as no reversals in ten years or since inception and an average
EPS grovvlh exceeding 20% pa, there have only been five

other companies which have
earned the award. They have
all been companies making
all, or a majority, of their

revenues from IT services.
On the basis that the original

is still the best. the chart
illustrates just why Admiral is
still the most boring of the
bunch! Chairman Clay
Brendish told us this month
that he sfi/Iwasn☂t satisfied with
their 11% profit margin - 13%
is his aim. The recipe for
success is simple. Good value
fee rates for competent staff,

high utilisation rates, long term
contracts and high customer
satisfaction leading to lower
sales costs for repeat
business.
You will find that simple recipe
repeated at Caplta (p7), the
second of the companies to
receive a Boring Award. Even
more worthy given the
signi cant acquisition activity.
It has become clear this month
that our Boring Awards are
now being taken very
seriously. For example,
Hoskyns centred their whole
management conference this
year on our "Boring" theme.
We presented Hoskyns with
an ☁honorary☁Boring Award for
their performance in the 19805
- before they became exciting
in the 19905! If they keep up
current performance, we will
come back to present them

with a real award in 2002.
Triad also seemto have based
their analysts' briefings on our
"we are a really boring
company☝theme.
We fully expect to award
many more IT services
companies for their baring
performance In the future.

 

1

ootnote: Clay Brandish phoned"us specially to suggest th
we rename the awards as the iexus Award'. Geddit? 5?
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Triad to the market in March
In Oct. 88, Triad Computing Systems called in the receivers. John Rigg and Dill Faulkes bought one ofthe divisions
from the receivers for £53K and formed Triad Special Systems Ltd. They specialise in IT consultancy and development
activities with revenues split roughly 50:50 between Government and the commercial sector.
Results since have been consistently good. Indeed back in 1993 Alistair Fulton - Triad☂s MD - wrote to point out that
'you will undoubtedly note that we are becoming a very boring company, as per your

renowned defini tion '. We waited another two years before awarding Triad a rare (and now much sought after!)
System House Boring Award based on their FY94 results.
Results to 31st Mar. 95, which have only just been signed off, are not quite as good as we had become accustomed
to with PBT up aminimal 4% at £1.06m on revenues up 30% at £6.7m - i.e. a still very healthy 16% margin. The
reason for the slower profit growth was
"expansion of the management and
infrastructure☝. We suspect that this was
in preparation for the news this month that
Triad is to float. This has now been
confirmed for March 96.
Triad has sent us the results for the six
months to 30th Sept. 95 which show
revenues of £3.7m and PBT of £778K -
i.e. a return toa 21% margin. Indeed.
Triad expects revenues of £14m for the
full year and PET of £2.2m or £2.4m if
the profits of Generic (see below) were
included for the full year. A market
capitalisation of ☜between £30m and
£35m"is expected. Source ♥ Sunday Telegraph
11th Feb. 96.

The benchmark for Triad, of course, is

Rigg☂s other SCSI company Vega, which
is similarly engaged in IT consultancy and development but centred on the equipment emulation systems. It too
consistently makes a 20%+ margin. Vega is currently on an historic 25P/E and a value = 4 times revenues (based on
results to Apr. 95). Vega was floated in June 1992 at 122p and closed Feb. 96 at 363p - i.e. a massive 200% increase.
Note: The Ft&A shows that in Oct. 95, Triad purchased Generic Software Consultants (another Rigg company
involvad in the IT staff contractor business) for shares equating to about 17% of the enlarged group.

Also Rigg is to step down as Chairman to concentrate full time on another SCSI venture in Holland. He is replaced by
Robert Drummond, the former head of Grosvenor Venture Capital and one of the "stars" of the now much-regretted

Triad Special Systems Limited
Six year Revenue and PBT Record930'" 22.4.»
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rNew issue update 1
0 Fl Group has decided to "go for it" with a float. No date

has been announced but, as an EGM has been fixed for

2nd March, our guess would bein April. Avaluation of £60m
has been suggested.
- Data Sciences issued their pathfinder prospectus.

Dealings will commence on 21 st March. Data Sciences

expects to raise up to £50m. £34.2m of this will be used to

redeem the profs. and the rest to repay debt. Observers
are suggesting a valuation of ciBOm when the price is
announced on 15th March.

Comment We reviewed both companies in February☂s
System House (back issues available on request). Readers
will know of our high regard for both companies and their

CEO☂s in particular. They are involved in exactly the kind

of long term customer services contracts that we like so

much, Their sectors of the market are forecast to have the

highest growth.
They both have similar (SS-5.8%) margins and the
challenge is to improve these. We are not suggested they
can meet Triad☂s 21% (see above) but Admiral☂s 11% must

surely be a longer term objective.
Declaration Richard Holway was retained by Hambros
Bank to assist in their due diligence in the run up to the
Data Sciences☂ float. Our research has been/will be quoted
in the Triad, Data Sciences and Fl Group prospectus.
kExpressions ct opinion are those of Richard Holway only, 1

2    

(Depressing Macro 4 , . »- v ☁ I, .. ☁.
According to Macro 4. they are ☜one oft/7e world☂s
and longest establishedindependent software'oonipanies"
Chairman Terry Kelly described their latest interim r'es'lilts
to 31st Dec. 95 as "once☁aga☁in showing'an inpmvenient☂i
We think they are depressing. Revenue☝ up a inere"2.8_%i
at £12.6m, PBT up 4.77.3: £5.96m☁ and EPS up 7.2%,'
EPS would have been even lower had not Macro 4 went
£4.6m of its then £16.2m cash mountain on buying its
own shares at 430p, Macro 4 shares started 1995M 438p,
since when our CSI index has risen by 6056+. But Macro
4 shares have fallen by 5% to and Feb. 96 on 415p; We .
repeat our strongly held View that the directors of any

company in our sectorthat lacks imagination totth extent
and believes that repurchasing its shares is thebest thing
for shareholders should be invited to retire- 'al the ,ne☁xt
available AGM. Anyway. all the other examples of. smh
action in our Sector only drove the share price down as a
result . . . .. . . ☁

☜In all our major mainframe territories the trading situation
has again remained difficult with many existing" and
potential users changing to alternative platforms.
impacting our overall revenue in the form ofcancellations,
where an existing user is involved☝. f ☂
But, don'tworry, ☜in 5 years time we would like to see
around halfof revenues from mainframes, with 30%from
L145/400 and the rest from UNIX" - Swim - FT 22nd Feb. so. J
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@Bam time ror IT'contraCtorsi ~ _ I I ☁
The latest .sunrey'by Freelance lnforrnercontainedfvery
good - or very bad _'♥ news; depending on yourviewpoirtt. '
Nearly, half of all 11' contractors expected theirincome to
rise'in'1996 With'the 'averagefe'xpecting a 38% inoreasex
ands% expecting to☁dotbletheir income. These significant
increases are not all lenses in daily rates- although
Tony Coombes'of'SoftWare Personnel forecasts up to a
15v° increase in☂ rates in 1996 coming on top of a t2%
increase in 1995. source; ET averages. Clearly shortages
of skilled staff will increase such contractors utilisation
too, thus boosting total earnings. 3 '

 

Geocl news for contractors and'lTagencies (see belovv)
but not such good news for users .(many' of Which are
other SGSl☁companies). we have forecast for some time
that the strong record of☂profit'growthfbeing☁ up to three
times higherthan that of revenue growth, could be severely

 

curtailed by staff cost'increases.. . . . _
Boom time for ITStaff agencies
it is not too'dif cult to☁ find evidence of the boom times for
IT contractors. The reSults of Delphi, Parity, CRT etc. tell
it all. If you desire further evidence look at☂the recently
announced results from'Lorien Group.
Lorien☁ has the distinction of being the very first SCSI
company to get an AIM listing on 19th June 95 ~ theAlM
opening day - at 100p. This coincided with their acquisition
of Telfast (another IT staff agency with revenues of £8m)
for a max. of £2.1m.'Telfast had itself acquired the ACT
lT staff contractor base in April 94.
Lorien was formed in 1977. Although IT agency and staff
recruitment forms the majority of revenues, they are also

involved in supplying engineers for such activities as
cabling. I I ' - ☂ ' ' .V
"Maldén☁Wirst year results to 26th Nov. 95 show revenues
up 63% to £29.1m (£4.6mpf this from Telfast) and PBT
up 474% at £971 K (Telfast contributed a quarter or £261 K
of this). EPS was up 348%. ' .
Lorien confirms that "our markets are'buoyani' and that
☜the employment strategies of many large corporate

organisations; driven by economic preSsures and skill
shortages, are creating signi cant demand for long term
contract staff☝.
On the surface the outlook looks bright both for the sector
and Lorien. indeed,'since their new issue☁at 100p the
shares have rison by'125% to close Feb. on 225p. But
remember that: - , ☂
- the IT contract market is the best barometer of the
industry. it not only showed an upturn first. but is also the
sector most immediately affected by a downturn.
- the threat (or opportunity) posed by the Internet (see
[310) could severely affect performance.

Lorien Group plc
Six Year Revenue and PBT Record
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Float date New issue End Feb Increase ..
price 95 .-

May-93 40p 83p 108% .
Apr-94 198p 778p 293% .
Oct-93 170 213 25% 3

    

 

Super SAP
SAP "the world's leading business applications software
vendor" increased its revenues by 47% to DM 2,698m
(£1,175m) in the year to 31st Dec. 95. PBT was up 43%
at DM674m - a very healthy 25% margin. If they go on
this way they could overtake CGS as the largest European
owned SCSI company; and, of course, they win hands

down in the profits stakes.
But results from SAP UK, the fifth largest subsidiary, were

even better with revenues almost doubling to £43.9m. RI
3 licences accounted for £28.3m and training revenues
were up 45% at £5.2m.,
LBMS shares crash
LBMS was one of the best performers in the sector with a
256% share price rise in 1995. At one time they had been
even higher. All this was on the back of a NASDAQ listing
and a stream of bullish company announcements.
We got pretty annoyed at some of them - as readers know.
Firstly we were upset that, contrary to previous
assurances, development and other major group activities
were relocated to the US. Secondly, that LBMS took the
(in our view retrograde) step of ☁tebalancing licence versus
services revenues".. ."to focus on software products".
But we gain little satisfaction from reporting that LBMS
this month put out a profits warning which resulted in a
massive 59% slide in the share price. A loss of $1.11m
was reported in 03 against $469K profit last time.
Revenues were down 5% at $9.6m. ☜Product revenues
outside the US (which declined by 53%) and
implementation and training service revenues (which
declined by 49%) worldwide☝were blamed. "The company
continues to be susceptible to potentially significant
Lvariations in. ..revenue and operating results".

Compel expands services revenues
Compel is a good illustration of the PC reseller market. A
43% increase in revenues to £40.4m for the six months
to 31st Dec. 95 is excellent. A 21% increase in PBT is
good. A 9% increase in EPS is below average. Perhaps
this was due to its one and only acquisition - Metrocom
from Ingram Micro for £893K. The reduction in margin
from 4.2% to 3.6% is downright disappointing. Specialist
Computer Holdings manages to achieve 4.8%.
At the time of theirfloat back in Sept. 94, Compel estimated
that around 10% of revenues came from services - the
remainder from third party hardware and software product.
Our guess would be that the ratios are still about the same.
As fast as Compel grows its services, its hardware sales
expand too. But there are few who would complain about
a 40%+ increase in their services revenues.

System House _   
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☜Spectacular results ☝ from Misys?
A year ago. in February 1995, we learnt of the Misys'

agreed bid for ACT Group. We were very sceptical. We

believed that Misys had paid too much (the original bid

was at £212m, but share price reductions meant the final

price was £193m). that EPS growth would suffer and that
a purchase of this size would take management's eye off
running the existing bits of the business. We noted that
Misys had said it had "prudently' changed the income

recognition policies of ACT to 'match revenue with
expenses". That meant that £30m of revenues has been
passed over for recognition into Misys' period of ownership.
A further £21m property revaluation adjustment and
redundancy and reorganisation provisions of £18m had
been made. All these seemed to shift the benefit to the

new Misys period of ownership.
For the record We never expressed any doubt about the
FY96 results - it is the FY97 performance, after the fog of

the ACT purchase has cleared, that really concerned us.

"The latest spectacular results are a vindication of the

decision to acquire ACT"says Investors Chronicle (9th Feb.

96). Spectacular? Judge for yourself. For the six months

to 30th Nov. 95 revenues doubled to 2129.5, PBT increased

by 71% at £19.2m but EPS was up just 4%. The "legendary

Misys cash management☝ meant that borrowings reduced

from £12.4m to £5.9m - even more impressive as £13.3m

was needed to complete the ACT transaction.

It looks as though all the perion'nance improvement came

from the Banking Division - consisting of Misyerapiti
International (MKI) and Kindle (the former ACT Banking

Systems based in Ireland). ☜Results were ahead of
expectations".

It is interesting to note that ACT had revenues of £106m in
the six months to 30th Sept. 94 and Misys £64m to 301h
Nov. 94 Le. £170m in total. Due to disposals, combined

revenues of Misys/ACT are now just £130m.

Profits from the Misys businesses existing before the ACT
acquisition did not fare so well in the half year.

A um)

Banking Division %

Insurance Division

Info. Sys. Divis ion
Group

TOTAL mm 103% £20.7m Elotem

in the Insurance Division, ☜the major investment

programmes ...held profits back at last year☂s level".

In the Information Systems Division ☜whilst the order
book grew sharply, profit performance was similar to the

corresponding period/astyear". "Furtherattrition in the TPM
base was a factor☝. But we were also alarmed that ☜the

universities project in Australia is taking longer to complete
than expected now that the customer's ultimate
requirements are becoming clearer". Lomax always

criticised such companies as Logica, SD-Scicon etal for

taking on fixed price contracts.

We suspect that Misys might now well start a period of

disposals in their non-banking divisions.

But let☁s remember "the process of consolidation is

accelerating... larger companies like Misys should have
competitive advantage", ☜Misys is the largest UK♥based
computer solutions group with annual sales running at

around £300m - 55% UK, 45% overseas. It employs 3,459

staff☝. Misys is the #2 application software company in

Europe (after SAP), the world☂s leading supplier of

   

intemational banking software and, of course, the largest

UK-owned SCSI company.

All this news sent Misys' share price up 21% to 713p this

month. But "questions have been raised about the

company☂s ability to grow wi out further corporate deals,

and the market is hoping for a new acquisition within 12

months...a purchase poorly received by the market could

wipe out gains". Source - Tempus in The Times and Feb. 96.

Regardless of these ☜spectacular☝ results, analysts stuck

to theirforecasts lor the full year - PBT up 86% at £49.1m

but EPS up 20%.
Mirrors7. .. Interesting isn't it...|ast year (interims to 30th Nov.

94) Misys, in their analyst☂s briefing, compared their EPS

with the 3.1p reported in 1990 showing a CAGR of 34%.
We pointed out that a five year comparison should have
been with the results to 30th Nov. 89 (when EPS was 11p)

showing aCAGR of just 8% - about the lowest in the sector.

Misys did not agree.

But at long last Misys has taken notice of us! This time

around Misys hasAGAlN compared their EPS with the 3.1p
reported in 1990! Thus reporting a CAGR of 41%.

When we sat at the feet of Lomax, he told us how important
EPS growth was. We leamt well and we agree.
Misys grew EPS byjust 4% in their latest interims and.
by a meagre CAGR of 7.8% since 1989.

We wait withanticipation to see which base date they take
next year!
Footnote...Dick Willott has decided to retire ☜after29 years
in the banking software industry, 20 of these with Kapiti".

He will be continuing as a non-exec. of the Misys banking
division. Dick has extended a welcome to all the many
System House readers who know him, to visit him for

extended free visits at his new home in Spain. (To book
your stay call him on....)
r ☁ f,
Sema surge . , , , .
Sema☂s results forthe year to 315t Dec. 95 arrived on our
press day « so we will cover'them in'more detail next
The results exceeded expectations - which resulted'tn a
7% rise in the share price in this month" 3 . If,
Revenuas were up 14% at £678m, PBT up 25% at 236.9111.
and EPS up 18%. 'Orderbooks' grew☁by339é - mdlcatr☁ng'
further improvement in 1996'. ☝ The major pert'oifth .
revanue growth was contributed by' the UK and Sweden
with only modest growth in France. Germany and Spain
resumed growth from their 1994 positions☝.
Outsourcing grew by 22% to £222m in 1995. ☂

Sema Grou - Revenue b Count ☁

_-EEE
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Spain

Benelux

South East Asia

To add to its earlier purchase of CAP-RS. emanate this
month acquired the Hens-based disaster recovery
company, Dataehiold, from its French parent - Sogerle
SA. Datashield had revenues of £14.an in 1995 but had
reported a loss of £272K in 1994. it had been purchased
from Data silences in Oct. 93 for 24m.  JMarch 1996
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   Benjamin takes chair at OSP Z°'° ☜km☝ '°

Alan Benjamin (ex CSA president, iCL, CAP) has become
Chairman ol Quality Software Products taking over from
founder AlanMordain who remains as CEO.

I I '0 .Iir'n V"!

£12,769 4: 479.000 Prolit to lo »
n/a n/a Pro t la la >

We have the greatest respect for Benjamin but we also have
great concerns over QSF☂ - whose share price has crashed 10 take a ☂0bU5'aPPwaCh ☁0 Press relationsA
from 708p to 293p since the profits warning in Jan. 96. We are sure he will take a similar robust approach to

Benjamin has requested a ☜righrol rep/y"in System House accounting policies, results announcements detailing how

for our comments; commenting on our gung-ho approach. much profit is from R&D capitalisation, revenue recognition,

After recent reports in the Evening Standard, he also intends software stability, director☁s share and option sales etc.

_._System Housem 6 March 1996

   
  

  



 

Bllck plc (security access control and time recording
systems) has acquired PC International Ltd. from
Expamet International Ltd. US Access Graphics has
acquired Avon-based integrator FLS Data.
ICM Computer Group has acquired (rescued?)
AppleCentre West London (ACWL). ACWL reported a
loss of £759K on revenues down 25% at £6.75m in the
year to 31st May 95. ICM, which makes about a fifth of its
revenues from the Mac market, had revenues of £25m to
30th June 95. Terms were not disclosed.
Komparthas has gone into voluntary liquidation.
London Bridge Software Holdings has acquired
Wealden Computing Services, which supplies UNIX and

IBM AS/400-based finance, payroll and HR packages.
ROCC Computers has acquired Uniclass Business
Systems Ltd. Uniclass specialises in financial
management software for local authorities. No
consideration was disclosed.
Kalamazoo (still the front runner to buy Datapoint☂s motor
dealer operations - see System House Feb. 96) has acquired
the Tetra hardware and software support contracts of much
troubled Wakebourne. Brokers Hoare Govett are
anticipating a 23m loss for 1995 and further disposals,
although denied by the company, are widely rumoured.
We do not expect that much money changed hands.
Oracle and IBM have both taken minority stakes in UK

database consultancy - DBMX. The company was turned

down by several VCs when it setup in 1987. DBMX said
UK VCs were too "risk-averse☝ and that Oracle's
investment had ☁Vindicated hat view.
Reports suggest that WS Atkins has finally decided to
float. it has appointed Schroders to assist in a float which

is expected to value them at around £200m. (see System
House - Jan. 96).

 

   

  

Cray disposal
Cray Electronics has agreed to sell a 75% voting interest

in The IT Management Programme Ltd. (ITMP) in an
M80 backed by Phoenix Fund Managers Limited for
£4.5m. The managers own the remaining 25% equity. Cray
will receive a net cash benefit of £3.3m and report an
exceptional profit of £4.2m as a result of this transaction
in its accounts to 30th April 1996.
ITMP operates a continuous subscription based lT
research programme and had revenues of £1.35m and
PET of £208K in the year to 30th April 1995 - they also
had net liabilities of £222K.
Just imagine what Cray Systems and P-E International
could be worth it they could demand similar ratios?

Global Knowledge Network (GKN)
GKN was born on 21 51 Dec. 95 when US VCs Welsh,
Carson, Anderson & Stowe (WCAS) bought out DEC☁s
Digital Learning Services on terms which are
☜confidential by mutual consent☝. On 25m Feb. 96 GKN
(UK) Ltd. came into being. MD i/c UKand lreland Malcolm
Bland is responsible for a £15m operation employing 106
people. As well as DEC related training on subjects such
as VMS. GKN is one of the largest providers of Microsoft
training and has particular expertise in network products.
indeed. training covering some 102 products is offered in
the UK.
March 1996
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Acorn/Apple ' . . ». 1
in ☁a move. which will be of'interesft «a mark it;
Acorn and Apple have formed a'JV to
to UK schools. Acorn will transfer alltheir
and sewices business to the JV in rettim☁toreiquxstake
and £1.7m in cash.The JV will have not assets'ol

☜Death by a thousand disposals"
One day we will write a book entitled 'Lies, damned lies

and statements from corporate communications☝. We will

not bore you with the many MDlS denials of the sale of
their IBS banking business (☜which lost £8m in 1995☝) to

MTI which was announced on 28th Feb. - for 2m MTI
shares which must be kept until 1997. MTI/Winter Partners
had, itself. been in financial trouble but had raised up to
$Bm new funding in Dec. 95 and expects to return to profits

in 03 ☜for the rst time in recent years".

Kewill buys Process
Kewill Systems has acquired Process Computing for an

initial £1.55m plus an additional £1.63m (i.e. max. £3.2m)
depending on profits to Mar. 98.

Process provides warehouse management systems and

made PBT of £150K on revenues of £3.3m to 31 st May 95.

IO] and Origin
An acquisition or an outsourcing deal? Difficult to tell the
difference these days. This month Origin (the Philips and
850 Origin JV) has finally secured its lCl deal by ☜taking
over☝ ICl Systems and TASC (lCi's telecoms and systems
computing) in a deal worth £75m over 5years. Around 400

staff will transfer. Incredibly "a spokesman for [C] said
savings of £75m would be made after the outsourcing". Is
it really that easy?

☜☁A record year☝ for Capita
In a month of news from Boring Companies (see page 1)
we were not surprised to see Capita reporting revenues

up 18% at £87m, PBT up 19% at £9.42m (or up 28% if the
1994 exceptionals are excluded) and EPS up 12%. Cash
increased from £9.7m to £10.6m. What did surprise us was
Seeing the share price fall on the news. Unfortunately. these
results were just a smidgin less than other analysts had
expected.

The Outsourcing Division apparently ☜enjoyed an

outstanding year". Revenues increased by 12% to £57.3m
and profits by 26% to 26m - Le. a margin of 10.4%. This
rather puts to rest any lingering arguments that say you
can't make those kind of margins from outsourcing. indeed

some £170m of new outsourcing contracts were secured
in the year. These included the Govemment☂s Nursery
Vouchers Scheme, a JV with Drivesale for running the
written bit of the new driving test and. in Jan. 96, Caplta
won a similar contract in Ni. Other new outsourcing deals
included St. Mary☂s Hospital, ioW, London Borough of
Bexley and Soc. of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.

Revenues from the private sector are growing rapidly to
counter the previous (perhaps) over reliance on local

authority work. Indeed in Capita Managed Services I☁1995
was the first year when commercial and nan-local govt.
sales order exceeded that from the traditional LA base☝.
Outsourcing now represents 66% of Capita☂s revenues. But
it was Property Services(revenues up 50% at 俉20.4m
and profits up 33% to £2.44m) which was the real star
Revenues in Advisory Services increased by just 3% to

£9.3m and profits declined by 23% to 21m.

Chairman Rod Aidn'dge, says he ☁anticipates reporting
further progress to shareholders in 12 months time". So
\we can anticipate yet another Boring year.

System House _
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admirat- f☂Still boring ☁after.all these years".. . '. p
in descrbingldmlral's' results for the last two years. one

Powersoftflnc. Admiral became PoWersoit☁s ☁most
successful internationalidistributor☂. In a story which has
been repeated many times inmany othercompanies☁, once
the hard work of establishing the product had been
completed, the product OWner decides hewants'to sail

PoWersoft achieved its ends by setting up a joint venture
company. « owned 61% by Powersofl - in August 1994.
☁Powersoft paid Admiral £2.1mtor its stake which resulted
in a £1.9m exceptional profit in Admirals FY94 results;
But Admiral had the right to force Powersoft to buy out
the remaining 49% at agreed terms it ownership changed.
Indeed. Sybase acquired Powersoft in Nov. 94 and. in
April 1995, Admiral was paid another Q.5m (resulting in
a £2.24m exceptional profit in FY95).

So, if you include the exceptional items from the Powersott
deals:
- revenues to 31st Dec. 95 were up 32% at £65.5m

- PBT was up 27% at £9.8m
- EPS was up 19% at 53.6p.☁
- staff numbers increased by 27% to end the year on 1171.
If you exclude the Powersoft deals the results could
(technically) have looked even better. If you just exclude
the eXceptional gains, pro ts would have increasod by
31% and EPS by 21 %. If you exclude all the revenue and
operating pro t attributed tothe PowerBuilder business.
revenues would have grown by 39%, operating profit by
52% and EPS by 39%.
The two largest operations - Admiral Computing (project
development) and Admiral Management Services (IT
consultancy) - perfoer well, as did the smaller software
distribution, training and customer solutions operation.
However performance at Admiral☁s operations in Australia
and Singapore 'has not been in line with our plans".
In May 95, Admiral purchased Belgian systems house

Delphy for £5.4m. lt contributed £572K operating profit
on 25m revenue in its first few months and "has more
than lived up to expectations". More acquisitions are
planned but Admiral is unlikely tobe either rushed into it
or pay over the odds.
With the "IT market growing at a phenomenal
rate'... "Admiral will wnlinue to growandprosper'. In other
words further boring performances can be confidently
kexpected. For further comment see page one.

Select buys into IT
Select Appointments, via its US subsidiary New Boston
Select Group Inc., has acquired two lT businesses - US

DB Concepts and Indian Client Sewer Software - which
undertake IT consultancy and recruitment, The combined
operations had revenues of $2.2m and made a profit of

$500K in 1995. Against this the $1.8m consideration looks
a bargain. 

☁

must 'firs☁tunderstand the Powered☜ saga. In 1992,"
Admiral☁w☂as' aWarded exclusive lights; for the: UK and,
lreland, to Se the PovirerBUilder development tool set from "

direct and gives noticeon the distributioh☂déal. In this case. "

☜Excellent year" at BULL UK

 
J 

CGS returns to profit
We will bring you the 068 UK - i.e. Hoskyns - results
next month, They are good and must havebeen the major
contributor to CGS reporting a pro t of FFr52m compared
with a loss of FFr94m in 1994. Revenues increased by
11% to FFr11.3 billion.

_.System House

   

Terence Chapman Group plc
Terence Chapman Group plc is another high quality IT

services company which is more than likely to float this

year. They concentrate on systems for the financial
services sector. "Demand for the group's products and

services is currently insatiable". TC was formed providing
consultancy services to the banking sector. Then in Jan.

94 they acquired Synergo with its client-server based
stockbroking system - TAFIOT.

The financial track record had been excellent with margins
consistently exceeding 15%. But, due to a number of

factors like delayed contracts in Poland, the year to 31st
Aug. 95 showed a reduction in PBT to £318K although
revenue rose by 14% to £9.5m. However. that glitch seems
to be behind them and strong growth in both revenue (to
£14.3m) and PBT (to £2.3m) is forecast for the current
year.

Terence Chapman Group pie
Revenue andPBT Record
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BULL UK has reported "a truly excellent year☂ to 81st
Dec. 95. Overall revenues grew by 26% to seam and"
PBT was up 31% at £16.9m. This was despite reductions
in maintenance and operating software revenues. ' .
But it was SCSI revenues, as shown in the table below,
that were the real stars. Brian Gunn's Into'grls
(outsourcing) activity grew from effectively nothing to a
£21 m revenue in its first year. It started 1996 With an order
backlog of £100m and revenues of £50m are expected in
1996. Systems integration grew by 57%. So that means
that BULL☂s UK "pure☝SCSl revenues now exceed £190m.

If you count hardware as well (which We dOn't), BULL
reckonsthat currently over ZSrds of its revenues are
services related.

But Richard Snook has even higher ambitions. ☜Revenues.
of £8m per week by the end of 1996☂ and ☜revenues,
doubled twice☝ by the end of the decade. :

This is unlikely from organic means alone and acquisitions.
we understand. are under active consideration.

☜mm
Total UK Revenue

Growth
1993/9.

Hardware
Hardware Maintenance
Operating Sollware
Other

'SCSI' Revenue.
- Software
- Services
- Integr's
Networking and Other OTAL SCSI

March 1996  



SCSI Index shows ☜modest☝ 2.7% gain
Superscepe heads the list with 88% rise this month due to
the deal with IBM (p3). The City seemed to like the latest
results from Mlsys (p4) which rose by 21% and, at £602m,
is now the SCSI company with the highest capitalisation Month (30/1/06 - 28/2/96)
taking over the #1 slot from Some (p4) (£547m). From 15", AP, 89 +1 423%

LBMS shares crashed by 59% on the unexpected 03 losses From 151.13,. 90 +1 53.37%

(p3). Poor old Proteus tell another 30%. Profit taking and From 15! Jan 91 +242.34%

the ups and down at US Internet stocks iorced Flrecrest Fm☜ ☁5N3n92 +☁3☁-93%
27% lower - but that☁s still nearly three times the AIM new :3: 3:33:
issue price last July. OSP (p6) tell another 17% to 293p - From ☁51 Jan 95
now 23% less than the 380p new issue price back in 1993. From 151 Jan 96

S stem House SCSI Share Prices and Ca 'tal'sat'on
n

_capim'isanon R. a 05' Index 3☁m28/2/96 2 28/2/96 Em P/E CaJRev. 28/2/96 since 30/1/96 in 1&6 since 30/1/96 In 19%

£0.33 £116.60m 6760.87 1 2.00% 14.06%
£5.40 £145.30m 2347.03 409% 6.93%
21.54 £30.50m . 1232.00 -1.91% 24.19%
£3.12 £105.00m . 9369.37 2.30% 947%
£1.67 £51.10m 1590.43 4.10% 0.60%
£0.37 £15.90m . 296.00 -2.63% -31.40%
90.45 £7.29m . . 362.90 0.00% 45.16%
24.30 £279.60m . 1510.34 7.35% 33.13%
22.36 £62.00m . 1004.26 6.31% 10.20%
£2.04 £31.10rn . 1632.00 3.55% 7.94%

Computerised Financial £0.86 £4.21m . 955.56 -B.51% 1.18%

Cray Electronics £0.43 £102.00rrr 251.46 6.17% 3.61%
CRT £1.29 £87.10m . 1433.33 7.50% 12.17%
DCS Group £0.86 £16.30m . 1433.33 3.61% 14.67%
Delphi Group £3.70 1:94.30rr1 . 1522.63 -o.00% 000%
Division Group £0.03 £36.40m 2075.00 20.19% 27.03%
DRS Data 0 Research £0.31 £10.60m . 201.02 -6.06% 24.00%
Eidos 07.35 £50.10m 7350.00 4.55% 6.06%
Electronic Data Processing £0.99 £25.90m . 3031.23 -3.60% 44.66%
Firecrest £1.13 £18.00m . 2825.00 47.10% -7.35°/o
Flornerlrs £2.12 £5.43m . . 1630.77 -1.40% 12.77%
G'esham Comvuu☁ne £0.45 £14.70m . . 403.07 4.65% 7.14%
INSTEM £1.72 . . . 1720.00 0.00% -0.50%
JBA Holdings £3.09 . . . 2431.25 -1.52% .0.51%
Kalamazoo 21,03 . . . 3005.71 -10.00% ~6.09%
Kewill £405 . . . 1600.79 9.76% 15.30%
Leermonth & Burchett £1.43 . 1191.67 58.67% «19.82%
Loglce £4.90 . . 1342.47 5.30% 6.75%
Lorien £2.25 . . 2250.00 4.65% 6.70%
Lynx Holdings £0.90 . 2250.00 10.42% 20.57%

£4.15 . . 1673.39 1.22% -1.09%
£1.75 . 1590.91 .7.41% -24.24%

McDonnell IS (MDIS) 530,65 . . . 253.85 24.53% 60.98%
Micro Focus 25.70 . . 2792.27 677% 2.30%
Microgen 2107 . . 799.15 0.54% 4.47%
Microvitec 530,57 . 1370.05 0.65% 15.31%

' 2743 , . 1773.63 20.05% 25.09%
22.37 . . 1700.33 10.30% 16.67%
22130 , . 2409.64 9.29% 26.50%
£0.90 . . 357.14 10.42% 20.57%

OmniMedia £0450 _ 000.00 476% -7.69%
On Demand £1455 ☁ 2384.62 35.77% 43.08%
Oxford Molecular 23,1 9 1 3967.50 2.57% 19.92%
POP £153 ☁ . . 606.10 11.60% 0.66%
Pan/Y £2.01 . . . 11166.63 3.00% 14.06%
Pegasus 22.03 . . . 553.13 090% 333%
Persona £2.80 . . . 1625.00 6.11% 43.45%
Phonelink 21.73 . . 1116.13 -2.01% -0.95%
Proteus £057 , 670.57 00.49% -52.50%
Quality Software 22.93 , . . 771.05 47.46% «55.34%
Radius £053 , . . 304.06 0.00% 0.00%
Real Time Control £2.14 . 4367.35 22.29% 20.90%
M £4.59 . . 2622.06 5.20% 7.75%
Belle 5 Nolan 23.00 , . 3571.43 0.67% 11.52%
Sago Group £3.37 . . 12961.54 059% 3.69%
Sanderson Electronics £1.40 ☁ . 2382.98 2.19% 4.41%
Same Group 2534 ☁ 1036.40 6.57% 0.96%
Sherwood 01,05 . 1550.00 12.73% 0.54%
Sparoo Consulting £1.90 . . 2004.21 14.45% 37.50%
Standard Platforms £0.10 . 77.77 12.90% 6.06%
Superscepe £7.70 . 3929.29 07.92% 01.70%

£0.23 . , 433.96 15.00% 952%
£0.36 , . . 200.00 0.00% -10.00%
£3.63 . . 2975.41 -0.55% 1.40%
£2.13 . 1252.94 -0.97% -14.46%

Wakehoume £0.20 . . 111.11 476% 14.29%
Zero £2.00 . 2071.79 -1.75% 64.71%

Note: CSI index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.

The CSI Index is not weighted; achenge in the share price of the largest company has the same eltect as a similerchange forthe smallest company.
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rInternet News "Page V,
lf'either you or your'cuStomersstill think you can ignore: ,

V the Internet then pleaseletthe following snippets of news :
unis month snap yo☁u out☂of yOu'r, lethargy; 1' _ - - v 3ij,
5'? Wat-Mari ithe largest retai' ☂ has launched Wal- .»
:Mart Online☁using Microsoft "merchant server☝ software.
☂ ☜The service might ultimatelycoverall War-Man☁szoaooo

product Iines..,.On-line shopping 'is forecast to reach
several billion dollalsa yearby 2000"; Source - FI' 13m Fat. 95.3:

☁ v Associated Nevispapers hasaccjuired a majOrity stake
in PeopleBank ☜the new UK electronic recruitment
agency". Target is to get 250,000 people to register☁their .
CV5 free. Employers then pay 210 to look at the detailed
CV and £50 for contact details. Poople☂Bank aim to save
employers 90% of typical agency recruitment costs. If
successful. this kind of approach could be a maio☁r threat
(or opportunity, depending on 'how they react!) to
companies such as Parity, Delphi, CRT etc. It could also

be a major threat to Computing and Computer Weekly.
Cambridge Neurodynamics, which has produced The
world's rst intelligent Internet surfer☝, is likely to float on

AIM in the next few months.

Online Services headed for decline?
If you believe research from Forrester, the on-Iine service
providers like Compuserve and America OnLine are in
for a tough time competing with the Internet. Content
providers will increasingly shun such "closed" services in
favour of the huge markets offered on the www. Indeed
on-line shopping is seen as one of the fastest growth areas
of the net. Datamonitor reckons there will be 2m active
on♥Iine shoppers in Europe in 2000. A report this month
from NOP found that 150,000 Britons had used the lntemet
to purchase goods in the last 6 months - a figure forecast
to triple in 1996. The problem is that, as in past revolutions
in our industry, YOU don☂t think it will happen or will
affect your business. A survey from lDC found that only
10% of marketing executives from high tech. companies
intended to sell products/services on the Net.
But Compuserve is hitting back by making its well
developed shopping mall available to all on the www.
Indeed WH Smith is set to become its first UK retailer.
This month H&R Block announced that its Compuserve
subsidiary will be spun out in a public offering in April. It
was also announced that Sears Roebuck is to sell its
50% stake in Prodigy "the 3rd largest an-line access
provider" - one assumes to IBM, which owns 50%.

Perhaps one of the biggest threats to CompuServe in the
UK will come from the BT Intemot service announced
this month. This offers "local call☝ charging for Internet
access to 28.000k bpcs lines to everyone in the country.
Something you don☁t get from many others; which caused
a flurry of ☜cross subsidy - unfair competition☝claims.

Product margins to decline
Forrester Research Inc., which specialises in lnlemet-

related research. forecasts that "lntemef Computing will
result in Microsoft and Intel saying good-bye to 25%
margins and hello to 15% margins. The! will cause some
pain in Redmond. It☂s easy to get used to the good life☝.
The report continues (as we have said before!) ☜many of
the future winners in Internet Computing will be companies
we have not heard about yet. ,. These new companies will
emerge very quickly; fortunes will be made virtually

povemight☝.  

  

 

   
{Infomef'MifrA☁ , g - ☁ ,3 » ' ☁ ,
Manx l-omtransferred from the Ofexto the AIM
market in ☁95, at 25p. As,,ittiva's concerned

selling plumbing materials did nottake muchii
notice! However; it has a 30%eqz'1ity☂ stake comprise:
☁tvhich is the: internal access providerfor☁the Islé'ofMa
This month Erlerprise has'ta☁ken assessors inUS-b'a
,ICC whichzoffers a Virtual system. a':
marketresearch systemandinteractive arr-line
on the ' 1 - '3 - '

Easynet tojoin'AIM
☜Easynat -"one of thej"UK☂s_"lea lng
providers☝. has issued its prospectusforan AIM list'
100p Whichwill value the groupfat'EtlL'antgell/en he"
lntemet oonnectibng'tho fact that ☁Easynet had revenues
of just £542K and a loss of'£142i( in the '17 months to"
3194 Dec. 95. will not come as afgre'at surprisel.' :☂ ;;_
Earlier this month MAID bought a 15% stake in Easynor
for £1.5m. This☁deal was nal☂on'Easynet'go'ing
ahead withitsAlMlisting,☂f,-,:_ . g: . >☁
Easynet had been connected With the Cyberla",
Cybercafes - but four directors'have'bought this out
immediately prior to the offer. Shame really, as the'cafes?
bit was the one clear differentiator from the miriad of other.

J\

  

  

  
  

 

  

        

small Internet providers. 'k .
r
Reuters Holdings plc
As we have said on many occasions before, Reuters
Holdings plc is probably the largest UK-owned supplier
of SCSI services worldwide. In the year to 31st Dec. 95,
Reuters had revenues of 22.7 billion (up 17%) and PET
of £599m (up 17%). That's a PET margin of 22.1%. EPS
was up 19%.
Reuters activities are arranged in three divisions:
0 Information products. £1.88 billion and up 14% on 1994
c.9. news and analysis of financial markets. "Domestic

equities revenue grew by 32%, reflecting the benefits of
the Ouotron acquisition in the US and other domestic
equities acquisitions in Europe and Asia, combined with
growth from UK Equity Focus".
- Transaction products. £671m and up 27% on 1994
eg. systems and software enabling customers to use
terminals to trade in foreign exchange, futures and options.
etc. The major contributors were Instanet and Dealing
2000 products.
0 Media products. £153m and up 9% on 1994 e.g. news
in the form of text, graphics, pictures and video.
Reuters had undertaken a number of acquisitions in our
sector in previous years. The largest was of Teknekron
Software Systems of California for around £83m in Dec.
93. Teknekron designs digital trading/dealing room
systems and contributed profits of £33m (at a 42% profit
margin!) in 1995. It seems to have been the star of the
show.
In the UK, Reuters acquired VAMP Health for £13.3m in
Nov. 93 and in Dec. 93 Reuters bought 20% stake in UK
disaster recovery operation Safetynet for £5m.
Reuters seems to have undertaken no acquisitions of note
in the SCSI market in the last year. Indeed, with no better
use for it, Reuters is now looking at ways of returning part
of its £850m cash mountain to its shareholders. Given
the opportunities now facing the information providers with
the growth of the Internet, we are surprised that Reuters

kcannot find a better use for its cash.
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P&P☂s results for the
year to 30th Nov. 95
were, on our criteria

P & P anyway. realty rather
plc good. Revenues

were up 30% at

£342m but PBT was up a massive 57% at £12.6m and
even EPS was up 36%. The problem, of course. is that is
still only a 3.7% margin.
"All businesses of the Group performed to or beyond
expectations during the year". Indeed it looks like - at long
last - all group operations made a profit; even the Belgian
subsidiary after three years of losses.

P&P
Twelve Year PBT

1 984 1985 1986

Year ending 30th November

1987 1986 1989

The chart clearly shows the two ages (so far!) of P&P. In
the 19805 they were the archetypal PC hardware and
software distributor. They performed well until both

became commodity items and margins fell like a stone.

But P&P sensibly realised that the future lay in services
and decided to do something about it before it was too

late. It has not been any easy ride - that kind of

fundamental change neVer is. But the results for P&P#2,

as shown in the chart, illustrate the wisdom of the policy.

Indeed it is the services part of P&P in which we are most

interested. We understand that these new account for 18%

- or £42.1m - of UK revenues but contributed a third

(£4.1m) of operating profit and were. beyond doubt, the

most profitable part of the business. This is the first year

when P&P has been willing, officially, to declare its

services revenues. This lack of openness in the past led
us to estimate P&P☁s services revenues at £47m last year.
Clearly we were wrong (or P& P's services revenues have
declined - which is unlikely!)

5
r

0A Training (purchased for £18m in May 94) recorded
"record" profits. With £19m revenues, IT training
represents nearly half of P&P's services revenues. The
rest relates to technical services and support.
☜The new nancialyear has started positively and we look
forward to an encouraging 1996☝. if P&P can really
embrace the IT services arena, which it has long promised

to do, then it could really boost its valuation. Analysts are

forecasting PBT of £14.5m for FY96 which implies a P/E
of just 12 compared to 20+ for its services peers.
Acquisitions "at the right price☝ are clearly on the cards.
Indeed P&P seems to have a good track record with its
purchases to date. In the last year P&P has acquired The

plc
and EPS Record

PGP plc
Flve Yur PET and EPS Record

211.6!"

1993 1994 1995

 

Technology Training Centre Ltd. and the Space
Consultancy business (AS/400 and RS/GOOO platforms)

for an aggregate consideration of £2.4m.

Bimbos
Compuserve may ban pornography from its network but
we are proud to publish a full frontal exposure of the latest

bimbo. Don't get too excited, the bimbo (Buy in

management buyOut) we refer to is the Rod McMillan

(Buy in Chairman) and Kevin Hawkins (Buy out of P&P
MD) purchase of Principal Distribution from P&P.
Principal is "the UK's largest distributor of Apple Mac
software☝ with revenues of £25m and 50 employees. We
understand that the consideration was for the net book
value - i.e. 22m.

That kind of minimal valuation is indicative of the problems

currently facing the Apple channel. Being a Mac groupie,
we wish the bimbo well. It☁s just that. like all bimbos. it
might soon be past its "sell by" date.

☁

J 

Goodbye TPM?
ICL Sorbus is to cut 225 ~ 5% of its UK workforce - and
move to reduce the number of brands it supports. As we
reported last month, iBM UK suffered a 6% drop in its
hardware maintenance revenues in 1995 and BULL (UK)
(p8) an 11% reduction. We would not expect ICL to have Servlces for sale ?

A report by Merrill Lynch suggests that big US IT
companies may themselves become takeover targets. it
identi es CSC, FiServ, Sungard, Bisys and Systems &
Computer Technology as "eligible takeover candidates☝,
We report this as a public service in our quest towards a

 

fared any better. UK company making it big in the worldwide rankings!
k so-..☜ ..
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Ovum Limited
away .WIthjthkil☂tQ such mzxran. wer Peter Hemp. Ten Year Revenue and PBT Record

(eXLCheir☂r☁nan ' , 2 of
KalamazOoihasrecently
been appointed as non~
exec. Chairman ofOvum
which is 'not'only UK-
owhed.☁is quite Clearly
involved inspeciaiist IT
market research (42%
computing and the rest
telecoms) but, as Harrop
says, "is rather largerand
has prettier financial/s"
than Romtec. . H

Ovum is owned completely by its current and past employees andhas "averaged 29% p.a. growth between 1987i
1995☝. Reports represent around 52% of revenues with the remainder coming from consulting (33%) and Continuous
information programmes (15%). - . ., ; ' . "
Ovum might well consider a float itself ☜in a few year's time" but for the moment is engaged in establishing'a

_ presence to add to the London and Melbourne operations. indeed, the UK is currently only 24% of revenues with'the
rest of Earope contributing 47%. . ☂ , , v~ .- .V
we are not only gladto put the record straight, but delighted that the [T research sector is at lastexpe'riencing
ksuch strong growth. ☁ ' » * ' 3*

MR Group - facing the future with ☜some optimism☝
MR Group plc is the second largest COM bureau in the UK. it had had a consistent - but unexciting - financial record
until a string of profits warnings led to reversals in 1994 and 1995, MR is an object lesson in our industry. l.e. you
cannot stand still - if you do technological change will blow you out of water (please take note, all you Internet-
phobics). MFl belatedly has moved away from its total reliance on COM. '
But MFi is still counting the cost of this in its latest results for the six months to 31st Dec. 95. Revenues are down
12.9% at £18.6m, PBT down 31% at £2.2m and EPS down 35%. Cash increased from £4.5m to £6.9m. They have
also found a buyer for £800K for two of their unused properties.
MR has been trying to sell Memex for some time. it lost another £750K in the six months but still "no firm offers have
been received☝. The laser printing activity "experienced increased turnover☝.

But MR is ☜beginning to see the benefits of the restructuring of its core business last summer, resulting in substantial
improvements...we look forward to the future with some optimism☝.
After dropping 36% in 1995, MR has continued its recovery with a 18% gain this month.
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